Promote the General Welfare Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. power, influence, or expertise
2. taking the place of something else
4. defining factors or limits (also a geometry term)
7. main or most important
10. rules or suggestions to follow
12. a university, bank, or other well-established organization
14. only
17. variety
20. additional
22. overdo
24. unable to work together
25. buy
27. conscious
30. business, legal, or government records
32. ability to bend and change
33. took away
34. sufficient or enough

Down
1. according to appearances
2. direct
3. too much
5. turn around
6. one example of something
8. reduced
9. complete
11. to limit or balance the effect of something
13. put together
15. make easier
16. basic
18. to a certain degree
19. move from one place or person to another
21. restoration
23. started
26. difference
28. the smallest amount
29. well-being
31. related to citizenship and the community
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